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Committee on East Asian Libraries
Speed and Beauty from OCLC

Announcing the OCLC CJK350 system

Anticipating and meeting the information needs of the library and academic communities have always been major objectives for us at OCLC.

And now we’ve expanded to better serve the Asian community with the OCLC CJK350 language automation system for **online cataloging, catalog card production, public access, and word processing.**

The OCLC CJK350 system gives you the power and the performance you need to automate your Chinese, Japanese and Korean materials processing, including affordable IBM-PC compatible word processing for text editing and file management in these three Asian languages plus English.

But, more importantly, with the OCLC CJK350 system you get reliable OCLC support—before and after each installation.

**OCLC CJK350 system**—the speed of microprocessing and the beauty of OCLC support.

For details, contact Jay Lee, OCLC CJK Marketing Specialist, at our toll-free numbers. **(800) 848-5878  (800) 848-8286 (Ohio)**

For a demonstration of the OCLC CJK350 system, visit our booth (numbers 67-68) at the AAS Conference, April 10–12.
17, GILMAN'S BAZAAR, FIRST FLOOR, HONG KONG
PHONE: 5-444313 CABLE ADD.: "USALBOOK" G.P.O. BOX 2641

DEALERS IN

CHINESE BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

1. 明末民族異人傳 傳記藝術研究編輯部編 1971 252 14x20cm US$10.00
2. 古今文銘 蘇州人民出版社 1968 330 13x19cm 10.00
3. 中國服飾五千年 上海古籍出版社 1984 256 22x29cm 65.00
4. 中國戏曲與劇目編 陝西人民出版社 1966 368 15x21cm 15.00
5. 易辭衍義 鍾應 漢語大詞典 1971 436 15x21cm 10.00
6. 畫夢詞 蕭公權 有機化學 1973 134 16x27cm 7.00
7. 明代經濟史論丛 2v. 吳大紀 1971 478 15x21cm 10.00
8. 明代制度史論丛 2v. 吳大紀 1971 478 15x21cm 10.00
9. 明史錄中澳南亞史料 2v. 甘技楠 1968 518 5x22cm 10.00
10. 業故漫談 2v. 餘子著 大華 1974 749 13x19cm 10.00
11. 漢字形體學 柴善重 何星華 1959 358 19x26cm 5.00
12. STRUGGLE OF A HONG KONG GIRL, Lily Chan, edited by Anne Wong
Published by Vantage Press, 236, 16x23cm, 1985 HC 12.95

THE GREATEST NAME IN ORIENTAL BOOKS
China
*Asia's Next Economic Giant?*

Dwight Perkins

"Perkins . . . explores the question, what will it mean to the world if China continues its current strides in industrialization? . . . [He] is optimistic that . . . China will be transformed . . . to a society where living standards are rising rapidly and where the dominant share of the population is increasingly urban and industrial.' Thoughtful, concise analysis."—Kirkus Reviews.

Henry M. Jackson Lectures in Modern Chinese Studies.
108 pp., appendix, notes, index. $12.95

Unities and Diversities in Chinese Religion

Robert P. Weller

This discussion of the range of religious variation across society in contemporary Taiwan and pre-revolutionary China examines the use of religion in different situations, the role of religion in both unifying and dividing society, and the political implications of religious unity and diversity. Weller concentrates his inquiry on the ghost-feeding ceremony of the seventh lunar month. 226 pp., maps, illus., appendixes, glossary, notes, bibliog., index. $22.50

Man and Nature in the Philosophical Thought of Wang Fu-chih

Alison H. Black

This study illustrates parallel modes of thinking in such diverse areas as Wang Fu-chih’s (1619–92) cosmology and metaphysics, epistemology, ethics, and literary theory, and also throws light on such topics as Neo-Confucian attitudes to moral and intellectual knowledge and the investigation of nature.

Publications of the Henry M. Jackson School of International Studies 41. 346 pp., glossary, notes, bibliog., index. $30.00

C. C. Wang

*Landscape Paintings*

Introduction by James Cahill

This stunning over-sized volume contains reproductions of the renowned 20th-century artist Wang Chi-ch’ien’s powerful landscape paintings, which he calls “mountains of the mind.” The book concludes with an illustrated essay by Lynn King, Wang’s granddaughter, on the relationship between Chinese seals and painting. 96 pp., illus., $40.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

Chinese Painting Colors

*Studies of Their Preparation and Application in Traditional and Modern Times*

Yu Fei-an. Jerome Silbergeld and Amy McNair, trans.

Yu Fei-an’s study, first published in 1955 in Beijing, describes in depth such topics as the nature and varieties of Chinese painting colors, including ink; traditional techniques for the selection, preparation, and application of colors and ink; the historical development of these techniques; and modern painters’ methods of using colors. 128 pp., illus. $40.00

A New Chinese-English Dictionary

Edited by Ding Guang-xun

This dictionary of modern Chinese contains 4,600 characters and 36,000 entries (using simplified characters.) It is alphabetically arranged by *pinyin* romanization. Included are an index of characters by stroke; a table of abbreviations; an index of *pinyin* syllables accompanied by all characters for each syllable; and five appendixes, including conversion tables of complex-to-simplified and simplified-to-complex characters. 1,448 pp., indexes, appendixes. $17.50

Law and Trade Issues of the Japanese Economy

*American and Japanese Perspectives*

Gary R. Saxonhouse and Kozo Yamamura, eds.

The foci of these recent studies are Japan’s trade, antitrust, patent, and other laws which affect the practices of individuals, firms, and the government, the effects of Japanese laws and legal administrative practices on foreign access to Japanese markets; and the roles American laws play in bilateral economic relations. 310 pp., index. $40.00

Japan’s High Technology Industries

*Lessons and Limitations of Industrial Policy*

Hugh Patrick, ed.

These essays provide an overview and in-depth analyses of Japanese industrial policies and their effects on high tech industries; an analysis of the differences between the economic conditions of the U.S. and Japan; a comparison of Japanese and American antitrust policies; and a discussion of what the U.S. can learn from Japanese government support of high tech industries. 296 pp., bibliog., index. $40.00
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